
SDL Government and Rosoka Partner to Deliver
Multilingual Conversation Analysis
SDL Government joins Rosoka OEM Program to power CASTLE for multilingual audio analysis

HERNDON, VA, USA, April 24, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Rosoka Software announced today that
SDL Government has selected Rosoka and its industry leading multilingual entity extraction and text
analytics technology for SDL Government’s translation products and CASTLE solutions.  

Rosoka Software is a developer of software solutions that extract meaningful insights, entities,
relationships, sentiment and locations from unstructured multilingual text. Rosoka’s entity extraction
and text analytics software is used in the US and abroad in the defense and intelligence industry to
provide insights for counterterrorism, cybersecurity, and law enforcement analysis.

SDL Government’s CASTLE is an automated solution that translates and extracts actionable
intelligence from foreign language audio. Rosoka Software identifies terms of interest to clients and
presents an English gist for quick analysis and action.  SDL Government provides its proven language
translation platform to transcribe and translate the targeted conversations. CASTLE delivers a tightly
integrated solution for Law Enforcement organizations and other government institutions where
monitoring communications is required but transcription and translation requirements can often be
cost prohibitive. 

"Rosoka’s multilingual entity extraction capabilities allow Law Enforcement organizations using
CASTLE to quickly and effectively understand the key places, people, and items of specific interest
that are being mentioned – in foreign language audio,” said Danny Rajan from SDL Government.
“Understanding what is being discussed in legally collected and confiscated audio is critical for law
enforcement officers.”

“We are excited to partner with SDL Government to deliver CASTLE, a truly innovative solution for the
analysis of conversations in multiple languages,” said Gregory Roberts, CEO of Rosoka Software.
“Combining SDL Government’s translation solutions and Rosoka multilingual text analytics technology
will allow agencies to efficiently analyze the growing volumes of conversations and identify and
investigate suspicious activities before harm is done.” 

About SDL Government
SDL Government is a technology and services company that provides leading language translation
solutions and technology for Defense, Security and Intelligence applications.  SDL Government has a
well-established operational customer base throughout the US DoD, Intelligence Community and
Federal Agencies – supporting a variety of systems, missions, and users.

About Rosoka Software
Rosoka pioneered the philosophy that the content should speak for itself.  Rosoka's multilingual
product suite is used to enhance mission-critical solutions in a wide range of markets. Today Rosoka
software provides optimized insights by extracting entities, relationships, sentiment, and location from
documents in over 200 languages. For more information visit www.rosoka.com or write to
info@rosoka.com.
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